January 15, 2020

Donald J. Trump
President of the United States of America
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20500
and
The Honorable Nancy Pelosi
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear President Trump and Madam Speaker:
Why is it both the Democratic Party and Republican Party have declared war on American
democracy? Both of your party’s partisan efforts to control America has actually spawned a deep
divide: dividing families, dividing Americans, and embarrassing America around the World,
while creating an unfathomable fiscal and moral bankruptcy for all Americans.
Both parties have overused their opinion of what they “think” the Founding Fathers intended in
their Federalist papers, reaching a pinnacle lately with numerous colossal partisan debacles. The
Founding Fathers would truly be saddened and embarrassed to see the unfettered contempt of both
the Legislative and Executive branches. Both of your parties have declared an unprecedented
partisan war on American democracy and have lost touch with the foundation of The Constitution
of the United States and the people of America.
Many Americans do not trust the two established primary political parties currently ruling
America with their monarchical views. The actions by both parties for decades and their failure to
take appropriate actions to protect America from financial disaster has propagated far too long.
Our US Congress has failed miserably with one continuing resolution after another, refusing to
balance our Federal budgets for two decades. Isn’t it exhausting hearing about the need to fund
our out of control Federal establishment with more debt and taxes? The cash debt alone is at $23
trillion and rising! The Democratic Party and Republican Party have amassed unfunded liabilities
approaching $130 trillion without remorse! Now the Socialist division of the Democratic Party
wants to add another $100 trillion in liabilities through burgeoning social programs and debt
forgiveness, as they march blindly into National bankruptcy.
This letter is to notify both of you that change is in the wind… it is time to revive the first political
party of our grand Republic that was purely established for fighting the Federalist (that includes
your Democratic Progressive Socialist Communist Whatever-else Party Madam Speaker).
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Hello World! The Democratic-Republican Party has finally been re-established after being
dissolved in 1825, for the purpose of “SAVING” The Republic of the United States of America
before it is too late from the imminent danger by those currently at the helm. A strong third party
is necessary in Congress to save the Republic from certain doom. A party that establishes enough
control in Congress to ensure that neither of the current two monarchical parties can ever achieve
greater than 50% control of either House of Congress. The Democratic-Republican Party will
“actually represent” all Americans and initiate the battle to ensure they are not erased by the
existing oligarchy political parties and aristocratic politicians that are more concerned about their
own individual wealth and control of our citizens. Your Parties have failed to see the immense
error in their ways and the permanent damage they are inflicting upon the Republic.

Democratic-Republican Party: circa 1792 – 1825 & 2019 on…
Once the Democratic-Republican Party establishes a formidable three-party system, no party will
be allowed to proceed down an unfettered and independent partisan path with the sole purpose of
destroying another party or use partisan positions to avoid taking necessary actions on legislation
that helps and protects Americans. In a three party system, the other two parties will be able to
terminate partisan party actions. Finally, with a three-party system, all parties will be required to
work together to jointly pass legislation that is good for America (not just for their party!).
One of the foundations of the Democratic-Republican party is based upon a very important article
in The Constitution of the United States – Article V. Drafted by the honorable President James
Madison himself, for he envisioned the day would come that it would be necessary to circumvent
the oligarchy and federalist based US Congress that exists today.
“Article V”
Whenever legislatures of two thirds of the several states, shall call a convention for proposing
amendments, which, in either case, shall be valid to all intents and purposes, as part of this
Constitution, when ratified by the legislatures of three fourths of the several states, or by
conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the other mode of ratification may be proposed
by the Congress; and that no state, without its consent, shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in
the Senate.
“The powers delegated by the proposed Constitution to the federal government are few and defined.
Those which are to remain in the State governments are numerous and indefinite.” – Pres. James Madison

The ability of the States to call for a Convention of States places the control to recommend
amendments to the Constitution by the elected Americans representing all the State Congresses in
America. The Convention of States does not vote any potential amendments into law, the
Convention’s sole purpose is to assemble for debate and propose amendments that have a high
probability of being passed by at least three-fourths (38) of the full State legislatures. If the
members of the Convention put forth unacceptable recommendations for amendments, they clearly
will not be passed by the States. The Convention of States should also include member(s) of the
US Supreme Court in this process to ensure the foundation of The Constitution of the United
States is not irreparably and forever harmed.
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Why is the Convention of States necessary?
It is very clear, the oligarchy US Congress will never propose an amendment that will destroy
their stranglehold on America, disallowing them to continue their Ponzi scheme that is stealing the
future of all Americans. The GOP and DNC that controls the US Congress has enslaved all
citizens and future unborn Americans as they have embezzled our futures while placing the entire
World on the verge of financial disaster with their lack of fiscal control.
Fifteen (15) State legislatures have approved the Convention of States, several other States are
currently debating joining, and when nineteen (19) more States approve Article V, it will be
organized. Believe me, this has the entire US Congress scared because we don’t need their
arrogant egos to repair our Republic. The Democratic-Republican Party will work with all our
Governors and State legislatures to bless the Convention and ensure the most intelligent
Amendments to The Constitution are created and transmitted back to the States for voting.
The last Convention was in 1787 – it is time to reconvene after 233 years!
The Democratic-Republican Party welcomes all individuals who want to ensure increased “State
Rights” versus a larger Federal government that erroneously wastes the resources of the People of
the United States of America. The goal of the Democratic-Republican Party is to set forth laws
and amendments to The Constitution of the United States that protect the rights of each State and
the individuals within each State, for the betterment of the United States of America, while
incorporating exceptional honesty, restoring trust and rebuilding the integrity that has been lost by
the United States Congress.
Just a few discussion points for potential amendments to The Constitution of the United States:
Balanced budget with the establishment of an intelligently derived debt limit
Reasonable term limits for the US Congress members
Shrink the Federal government and curb US Congressional spending
Fully transparent public ledger for campaign finance
Refinement of immigration law acceptable to all
Termination of pork barrel legislation forever with a line item veto and curbed lobbying
…and more yet to be debated…
“I cannot undertake to lay my finger on that article of the Constitution which granted a right to Congress
of expending, on objects of benevolence, the money of their constituents.” – President James Madison

We are the Party committed to the “repair” of the Republic of the United States of America. The
objective of the Party shall be the maintenance of government by and for the people according to
the Constitution and the laws of the United States, and the implementation of such principles as
may from time to time be adopted by the Party. To obtain this objective it is essential the Party
must organize at all levels to elect Democratic-Republicans to public office.
Every member of US Congress, State legislators, county and local politicians across America
has an open invitation to join the Democratic-Republican Party. Each new member of the
Party shall agree to support and sponsor the Party’s foundation as highlighted in our Constitution
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and to key Article V amendments that will be established via a Convention. If you feel repressed,
controlled and are being mandated to vote per the instructions of your “old and lost” leaders of
your current party, come join the rebirth of the Democratic-Republican Party and regain your
freedom. Isn’t it time you can speak-up for and vote for the people you represent versus being
required to vote down party lines? Let’s all come together and stop the madness!
The Democratic-Republican Party is marching ahead to not only re-define the United States
Congress going forward, but to fight for the 2024 Presidential election and disrupt the Electoral
College. President Trump and Speaker Pelosi you opened the door as a result of your attacks upon
the intelligence of all Americans. The American people want control of their lives back and your
massacre of democracy must come to an end!
US Senate and US House of Representatives come join the Democratic-Republican Party!
Take back your freedom and go back to work for all Americans. Join the Dem-Rep’s to help us
define our platform. Don’t continue to be a puppet for your parties damaging America.
“Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.___” – Declaration of Independence
One hundred years from now, when people look back at the re-creation of the DemocraticRepublican Party they will wonder why it had not been revived a century earlier!
THIS IS A NOTICE OF BATTLE AGAINST THE DEMOCRAT & REPUBLICAN PARTIES,
WE THE PEOPLE WILL NOT LET YOU TAKE DOWN OUR GRAND REPUBLIC!
UNITED WE STAND, DIVIDED WE FALL!
America, your new Dem-Rep Party is accepting donations today, go to www.Dem-Rep.com
now! We need to build our war chest to go to battle, so please join the effort.
“What light is to the eyes - what air is to the lungs – what love is to the heart,
liberty is to the soul of man.” - Robert G. Ingersoll
Sincerely yours,

SCOTT M. MAGIE
Chairman of the Democratic-Republican Party (“Dem-Rep”)
cc:

United States Senate (via press release)
United States House of Representatives (via press release)
The American Press
"The democracy will cease to exist when you take away from those who are
willing to work and give to those who would not." – President Thomas Jefferson
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